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ABSTRACT

Pure frequency-based audio fingerprint systems have the ca-
pacity of handling very short fingerprints while being highly
robust to perturbations such as additive noise or compression.
However, these approaches are often complex and fail to iden-
tify time stretched signals. We propose in this paper two ex-
tensions of an existing system and test the robustness of the
overall system in different conditions. It is shown that the
search strategy adopted allows for a clear reduction of com-
plexity with very limited degradation of performances and
that the new system is robust to additive noise and speed
changes up to 5%.

Index Terms— Audio Identification, Audio Fingerprint,
noise and speed-change Robustness.

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio Fingerprinting consists in automatically identifying an
audio excerpt (e.g. obtaining metadata such as artist name
and song title using the audio signal only). This problem has
received a great interest since it can be the cornerstone of mul-
tiple applications including audio track identification via cell-
phone, radio broadcast monitoring, jingle detection . . . Audio
fingerprinting involves the extraction of a signature (or ”fin-
gerprint”) for each audio document or part of it which are then
stored in a reference database. An unlabeled audio excerpt is
then identified by comparing its fingerprint with those of the
reference database.

Several approaches already exist for audio fingerprinting
(see [1] for a review). In most cases, the fingerprint is based
on spectro-temporal information. For example, a number of
methods are based on the analysis of the energy in subbands
(such as, for example, the use of the energy flux modulation
[2], spectral magnitudes [3] or the sign of the energy dif-
ferences [4]). Other authors have also proposed more spe-
cific representations based on MPEG7 descriptors [5] or si-
nusoidal onset locations as in the Shazam solution [6]. Most
of these approaches are capable of very high accuracies but
suffer at varying degree from degradations such as additive
noise, compression or speed changes. A traditional means
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to overcome these problems is to use longer fingerprint du-
ration but obviously this has two major drawbacks: a longer
response feedback from the system and the impossibility to
identify short events. This was one of the main motivations
for the introduction of audio fingerprinting based on sinu-
soidal modeling [7, 8] where high accuracy can be obtained
for very short duration. This approach is therefore particularly
attractive but has two shortcomings: first, it is rather com-
plex and may become untractable for very large fingerprint
databases; second, since it is based on the sole-frequency in-
formation a small shift of the frequency content dramatically
impacts the performances (e.g. this approach is not robust to
speed changes).

The aim of this paper is then first to significantly reduce
the complexity by following specific search strategies and
second to obtain decent identification scores in presence of
speed changes. The proposed algorithms are tested on two
databases and compared to our own implementation of the
original algorithm [7].

The paper is organized as follows: the overall architec-
ture of the approach is summarized in next section. The new
modules proposed, namely the speed change robustness unit
and candidate pre-selection and ranking are then respectively
detailed in sections 3 and 4. The experimental results are then
exposed in section 5 before suggesting some conclusions.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1. Fingerprint extraction

The audio signal is first transformed to the Fourier domain us-
ing 64ms analysis windows with a 50% overlap. Then, pre-
dominant peaks (or sinusoidal components frequencies) are
extracted for each frame and grouped together for L succes-
sive frames corresponding in our case to a duration of 1s for
the unlabeled signal. To reduce the fingerprint size, it is then
possible to only retain the n most salient peaks within these
L successive frames (L = 30 in our case for the 1s unlabeled
signal). The fingerprint is then an ensemble of time localized
(e.g. frame numbers) frequency peaks. Note that a fingerprint
for the reference database can be extracted from part or from
the entire audio file whereas a fingerprint for identification is
extracted from only 1s of the audio signal. This explains why



a different number of peaks can be chosen for the reference
and the unlabeled signals.

2.2. Fingerprint matching

Fig. 1. Comparison between two fingerprints

To perform the audio identification, the fingerprint ex-
tracted from the unlabeled audio signal is compared to all
fingerprints of the reference database. The main steps are
summarized in Fig. 1 including the speed-changes robustness
unit proposed in this paper. First, peak frequencies in com-
mon between fingerprints (with a given frequency tolerance)
are identified. Then a table containing time differences be-
tween peaks at the same frequency is established. The match-
ing score is then obtained as the maximum number of time a
given time difference is observed. The audio identification is
granted when this score is above a pre-defined threshold (see
[7, 8] for more details).

3. SPEED-CHANGES ROBUSTNESS

Speed changes are often used by broadcasters to comply with
strict program schedule constraints. The effect on the audio
signal of such processing is a constant shift (by a factor K) of
all frequencies. The main idea of the speed change robustness
unit proposed is to determine this constant shift K prior to the
time differences computation (see Fig. 1). More precisely, it
is first assumed that two peak frequencies (fc and fr respec-
tively for the test and reference signals) can be associated if
fr ∈ [fc − Tf , fc + Tf ] where Tf is the frequency tolerance
chosen. For each associated frequencies, the estimated fre-
quency shift is computed as K̂c,r = fc/fr. An overall shift
K̂ between the two fingerprints is then assumed if the same
value of K̂c,r appears more often than a predefined threshold
value. If this is the case, all peak frequencies of the unlabeled
signal are multiplied by K̂ prior to the fingerprint matching.

Note that this additional unit has a much lower complex-
ity than the reference database search and has therefore little
influence on the overall complexity.

4. COMPLEXITY REDUCTION

In the initial algorithm, complexity is in O(N × n) where n
is the number of peaks in the fingerprint to identify. In fact,

many reference fingerprints are compared whereas they do
not have any chance to be chosen. We propose below two
specific strategies in the framework of this frequency-based
algorithm based on candidate pre-selection or ranking.

4.1. Candidate pre-selection

Fig. 2. Preselection and Ranking modules

The main idea is to eliminate reference fingerprint candi-
dates that do not have a sufficiently high number of common
frequencies with the test fingerprint. In a first step, the num-
ber of common peak frequencies are reduced by only count-
ing those frequencies that appear more often in the reference
than in the test candidate. Then, in a second step, the list
of potential reference candidates is reduced by considering
that the reference fingerprint must have at least a given per-
centage of common frequencies with the test fingerprint to be
considered. For example, a preselection ratio of 30 % indi-
cates that the selected candidates have at least 30% of their
peak frequencies in common with the test fingerprint. Since a
look-up table is used to find the frequencies in common, this
approach leads to a significant decrease of complexity (which
becomes of the order of O(Ns × n) where Ns is the number
of reference candidates finally selected).

4.2. Candidate ranking

As shown below, the previous hard selection threshold signif-
icantly degrades the performances. In fact, a candidate with a
small number of common frequencies may still obtain a high
score particularly in adverse conditions. This motivated the
following alternative based on candidate ranking. In this ap-
proach, the reference fingerprints are ranked according to the
number of frequencies they have in common with the finger-
print to identify. Then, the search is performed in the order
of the ranking until the matching threshold is met. As a con-
sequence, the more common frequencies a reference candi-
date has with the unlabeled song, the sooner it will be com-
pared. This approach has two advantages. Firstly, since it
is highly probable that the correct fingerprint is well placed
in the ranking, the mean response time of the system signif-
icantly decreases. Secondly, if the good candidate obtains a
high matching score with only a small number of common
frequencies, it still has a chance to be retrieved while it would
have been discarded with a hard pre-selection strategy. Note
that candidate ranking can be combined with candidate pre-
selection.



5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1. Databases

Two databases, ID 303 and ID 1772, were used to evaluate
the performances of the algorithm. Both databases contains
10 seconds long music excerpts from a variety of music gen-
res (rock, pop, jazz, rap, metal and classical). All excerpts
are sampled at 16 kHz. ID 303 is a small database of 303
files and is exploited in this paper to assess the robustness of
the identification to noise and speed-changes. It is also used
to highlight the impact of the candidate pre-selection. The
other database, ID 1772, is significantly larger and contains
1772 files. This database is used to evaluate the performance
of the complete system with or without candidate ranking.
Although these databases are significantly smaller than those
used in [9], their size are comparable to those of other stud-
ies and appear to be sufficient to demonstrate the merit of the
additional modules proposed.

5.2. Experiments and evaluation protocols

All experiments are conducted using the following protocol:
1. Building the reference fingerprint database: For each

10s extract, a single fingerprint is generated. It is computed
using 64ms overlapping analysis windows. The fingerprint
size is fixed to 500 peaks (e.g. 50 peaks per second).

2. Identifying an audio segment: For each extract, a seg-
ment of 1s is randomly selected. A fingerprint is computed on
this segment using 100 peaks (e.g. twice as much peaks per
seconds than for the reference). This fingerprint is then com-
pared to the reference fingerprint database. The identification
is positive if the original 10s musical extract is retrieved. The
recognition rate then corresponds to the ratio of correct identi-
fication. Note, that it is a slightly conservative approach since
if the matching is found within the correct 10s extract it is
counted as positive (e.g. the capacity of the algorithm to pre-
cisely localise the corresponding segment is not evaluated).

In this paper, we limit our evaluation to the impact of
the proposed additional modules (pre-selection, ranking and
speed-changes robustness). The first two experiments are
dedicated to the evaluation in terms of recognition rate and
complexity of the candidate pre-selection and ranking mod-
ules. In addition, the mean response time which corresponds
to the CPU time needed to retrieve the original file from its
1s fingerprint, is computed. All running time values were ob-
tained on an Intel Core 2 Duo, 2, 4Ghz, 1, 98Go RAM using a
non-optimized Matlab implementation. The third experiment
is dedicated to the robustness analysis of our algorithm to ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise. For this purpose, white Gaussian
noise is added to all test signals (with a Signal-to-Noise ratio
of +20dB or +10dB). The 1s fingerprints extracted on these
noisy signals are then compared to the original fingerprint
references, e.g. computed on the original 10s clean reference
signals. The performances, with and without the candidate

Preselection 0% 30% 40% 50% 60%
Recognition rate 99% 97% 95% 93% 82%
Mean response time 7.9s 6.7s 3.1s 2.5s 1.2s

Table 1. Preselection evaluation on ID 303

Without ranking With ranking
Recognition rate 90% 98%
Mean response time 9.1s 2s

Table 2. Candidate ranking figures on ID 1772

pre-selection module, are then compared to the matched con-
dition (no noise). In the last experiment, the efficiency of the
speech-changes robustness unit is evaluated. To that aim, the
tested signals are accelerated or slowed up by a factor of 5%
(which is comparable to the value used in [10]). As for the
previous experiment, the 1s fingerprints extracted on these
speed changed signals are then compared to the original fin-
gerprint references and the performance are computed with
or without the use of the proposed speed-changes robustness
unit.

Note that, the larger database, ID 1772, is only used for
the evaluation of the candidate ranking module due to com-
plexity burdens of our implementation when candidate selec-
tion or ranking is not used.

5.3. Results

Effect of preselection: As highlighted in Table 1, preselec-
tion alone is not efficient and leads to degraded accuracies for
low pre-selection ratio. This is due to the fact that a correct
fingerprint pair may possess a rather low number of common
frequencies, especially in adverse conditions. As a conse-
quence, a hard pre-selection threshold based on the number
of common frequencies may eliminate the good candidate.

Candidate ranking: The performance of our algorithm with
the candidate ranking module are compared in Table 2 to the
performance of the original algorithm with 50% preselection.
For complexity reasons, the candidate ranking module is
preceded by a light preselection step which only retains can-
didates that exhibit at least one common frequency with the
test fingerprint. The candidate ranking proves to be very effi-
cient and clearly outperforms the sole pre-selection strategy.
The complexity of this proposal is also very advantageous
and allows for a mean identification response time of 2.0s on
ID 1772 (compared to 9.1s without the ranking module but
with 50% preselection). Indeed, our proposal, with the pre-
selection or ranking modules, has a complexity in O(Nt×n)
where Nt is the number of candidates tested. The reduction
in complexity is then due to the fact that Nt is much smaller
than N .



Fig. 3. Robustness to noise on ID 303

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the orignal algorithm [7] with different
thresholds for speed change of 5% on ID 303

Robustness to noise: Figure 3 displays the results obtained
by our algorithm in presence of additive white Gaussian noise
for a pre-selection ratio of 10 %. It can be first observed that
the performances remain acceptable even for a rather high
level of noise (about 70 % correct identification for 1s fin-
gerprint and a SNR of 10dB). Then, it can be seen that the
robustness to noise is not impacted by our ranking module
since it even performs slightly better than the original algo-
rithm with 10 % preselection.

Robustness to speed changes: The original algorithm (e.g.
without speed change unit) performs poorly in the case of
speed changes between the reference and test fingerprints. In-
deed, Figure 4 which provides the identification results (False
positive vs True positive) in the case of 5% speed changes,
shows that no satisfying operating point (or threshold) can be
found. Indeed, high true positive leads at the same time to
high false positive. On the opposite, our proposal with the
speed change robustness unit proposed allows for very sat-
isfying performances with 1% speed changes and only lim-
ited degradations for 5% speed changes for an operating point
leading to 98% in the case of no temporal modification (see
Table 3).

Speed-change True positive False positive
0% 98% 2%
1% 96% 4%
5% 89% 11%

Table 3. Robustness to speed changes on ID 303

6. CONCLUSION

Frequency-based audio fingerprinting systems are efficient
for short duration fingerprints (typically of the order of 1s)
but traditionally suffers from two major drawbacks: a rather
high complexity and low robustness to speed changes. The
purpose of this paper was then to propose two efficient means
to reduce the complexity and to allow for higher perfor-
mances to speed changes since those are frequently used by
broadcasters. Future work will be dedicated to the scale up of
this approach to very large databases and to the improvement
of the algorithm in adverse conditions (such as low SNR
for background music identification or highly reverberant
environments).
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